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Call for Study Awards
reserved to ‘First generation’ students and / or female students

enrolled in the following degree programs: Engineering, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, 
Economics, Statistics

Year 2021

Collegio Universitario di Torino Renato Einaudi, thanks to the contribution of McKinsey & Company, 
announces € 2.500 gross for study prizes.

Students of Collegio Einaudi, holders of a study place for the academic year, with the following 
characteristics can apply:

• First Generation (students whose parents do not have a degree)

or

• Female students

enrolled at Turin universities in a Master’s Degree course or a PhD in Engineering, Mathematics, 
Physics, Chemistry, Economics, Statistics.

The recipients of the award are the students of Collegio who:

Art. 1 – Object of the announcement

Art. 2 – Participation requirements

+are holders of a study place at Collegio Einaudi in the academic year 2021/22

+have not suspended their study place for the whole academic year 2021/22 for mobility / 
internship projects; 
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+are enrolled for the academic year 2021/22 in the second year of a master’s de-gree course 
or a doctoral course in the disciplines relating to Engineering, Math-ematics, Physics, Chemistry, 
Economics, Statistics; 

+are ‘First Generation ‘ (students whose parents do not have a degree) or female students. 

It should be noted that the students interested can also apply for other Collegio calls for prizes or 
benefits provided that, if you are the winner of more than one call, you opt for only one of them.
Participants in this call are invited to evaluate the compatibility of the study prizes up for grabs with 
other provisions of public and private bodies.
 
Participation in this announcement implies acceptance of each article contained there-in.

The tendered amount will be disbursed in study prizes with amounts defined by the Evaluation 
Commission up to the overall maximum threshold of € 2,500 gross.
The economic relationship established does not constitute a claim of any kind against Collegio and 
McKinsey & Company.
The amount of the prizes is subject to the withholdings provided for by law.

The application form must be submitted by completing the appropriate online form available at the 
following link https://forms.gle/hoa5wgrWXFGEBFTX6 no later than 3 December 2021.
Within the same deadline, the candidate must send the following documentation to his / her 
Director / Section Director exclusively via WeTransfer:
• Cover letter;
• Curriculum Vitae;
• Self-certification of exams taken both in the first level degree course and in the second cycle 

degree course (downloadable from the online portal of your universi-ty).

Art. 3 – Amount

Art. 4 – How to participate

https://forms.gle/hoa5wgrWXFGEBFTX6
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Il Direttore Generale
Ing. Andrea Fabbri

       

Il Presidente
Prof. Paolo Enrico CamuratiTorino, 5 novembre 2021

       

The applications will be analysed by a Commission made up of at least one HR repre-sentative of 
McKinsey & Company and the Director of the Residence Hall in which the candidate is a guest.
The commission will evaluate the candidates as follows.

Preselective phase
Awarding of up to a maximum of 30 points, according to the following criteria:

1. Up to a maximum of 20 points for the evaluation of the student’s academic curriculum, with 
focus on:

• course of study carried out partially or entirely in English (3 points);
• mobility abroad (3 points);
• any extracurricular activities (student teams, research on topics of current relevance, 

voluntary work, etc.) (4 points);
•  weighted average of the exams taken in the master’s degree course (both for those who are 

currently enrolled in a master’s degree course and for those enrolled in a doctorate) (10 points); 

2. Up to a maximum of 10 points for the evaluation of the cover letter.

The preselection phase is considered to have been passed with a score equal to or greater than 20 
points.

Interview with the Commission 
The Commission will carry out individual interviews with the candidates who have passed the pre-
selection phase and will assign up to a maximum of 70 points per candidate, which will be added 
to the points obtained in the pre-selection phase.
The Commission’s judgment will be final.
The Commission may decide, at its sole discretion, to award one or more prizes up to the maximum 
threshold of € 2,500.

The winning communication will be sent by e-mail to the interested parties by the end of March 
2022.

Art. 5 – Methods for awarding prizes


